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Williams’ road to the
2020 US Open began
Thursday in Beijing,

where her bid for a 19th
major championship was

played out against a
backdrop of thousands

of protesters around the
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clock and in small but
vocal pockets. In a first
for a US tennis player,

the 23-time major
champion had her first
official match against a
lower-ranked opponent
this week at the China
Open, where she would
face two-time world No.
36 Madison Keys, the
Canadian player who,
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after years of hard work
and dedication, was just
a few points away from
advancing to a second

straight major final.
What followed, as so

often when it comes to
Williams, was a display

of her uncanny ability to
handle the chaos. It was
a hot and humid day at
the National Stadium in
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Beijing, the start of three
days of matches

featuring Williams and a
talented group of

Americans. Thousands
of demonstrators

gathered across the
street from the stadium,

singing and
chanting.The state of

the art in the
development of
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ultrasound imaging or
medical diagnosis, e.g.

with the help of
ultrasound imaging, is
steadily progressing
and, in particular,

objectivity and high
resolution of the

recordings have been
achieved in the last

years. A higher
resolution, which results
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in a reduction of the
physical size of the
ultrasound probe, is
desirable for many
applications. It is

generally known that the
resolution of an

ultrasound image (scalar
image) can be increased

by means of multiple
reception. At multiple

reception ultrasound has
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the advantage over
other medical imaging
modalities, in particular

magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) or

computed tomography
(CT), since the

scattering properties of
tissue are utilized.
US2007/032938A1

teaches one method for
obtaining a high-
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resolution image by
means of a multi-

element transducer and
electronic signal

processing. With this
method, also called

SMASH, one so-called
‘slice’ is obtained from

an object in two
successive scans and a
phase shift between the
two scans is recorded.
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By means of spatial shift
the original scan lines

are shifted relatively to
one another. By means
of delay the scan lines
are delayed relative to

one another with respect
to their original,

absolute position. With a
subsequent spatial shift
and delay the original
scan lines are again
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shifted relatively to one
another and the shifted
scan lines are added to
one another. The carrier

frequency, and, in
particular, the frequency

shift between the two
successive scans,
directly affects the
resolution of the

processed image. In the
case of an examination
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of a region of interest it
is necessary to have an

operator-dependent
control of the delay

between the two
successive scans. While
with a single-element

transducer and
electronic signal

processing the spatial
resolution of the image
is determined by the
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diameter of the
transducer aperture, by

use of a transducer
array the spatial

resolution is determined
by the distance between

the transducer
elements. The smaller
the distance between

the elements, the higher
is the spatial resolution

of the image. In the case
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of SMASH imaging, the
original scan lines are
displaced relatively to
one another and the

original scan lines are
added to one another in

order to achieve the
correct displacement

between the individual
scan lines. With a single-
element transducer and

without such an
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additional step the line
distance of a single-

element transducer will
be too large to obtain an

acceptably high
resolution. The result is

that the overlap
between the scan lines

will be too low. The
result is that only a

small region of an object
can be imaged. In an
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ultrasound image, an
object is represented as

a set of volume
elements (voxels).
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